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Abstract-Anonymizer is a proprietary anonymous commu
nication system. We discovered its architecture and found that 
the size of web packets through Anonymizer are very dynamic 
at the client. Motivated by this finding, we investigated a novel 
packet size based covert channel attack, against the anonymity 
service. In the attack, one attacker manipulates the web packet 
size between the web server and Anonymizer and embed signal 
symbols into the target traffic. An accomplice at the user side 
can sniff the traffic and recognize the secret signal. We developed 
intelligent and robust algorithms to cope with the packet size 
distortion incurred by Anonymizer and Internet. We developed 
several techniques to make the attack harder to detect: (i) We 
pick up right packets of web objects to manipulate in order to 
preserve the regularity of the TCP packet size dynamics; (ii) 
We adopt the Monte Carlo sampling technique to preserve the 
distribution of the web packet size despite manipulation. We 
have implemented the attack over Anonymizer and conducted 
extensive analysis and experimental evaluations. It is observed 
that the attack is highly efficient and requires only tens of packets 
to compromise the anonymous web surfing. The experimental 
results are consistent with our theoretical analysis. 

Index Terms-Anonymizer, Covert Channel, TCP dynamics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Anonymizer is a commercial anonymous communication 
system. In this paper, we present a novel covert channel attack 
that may drastically degrade the Anonymizer service. This 
covert channel exploits the varying size of packets through 
Anonymizer and is one type of active traffic analysis [1], [2], 
[3], [4]. Such active attacks can reduce the false positive rate 
significantly and don't require massive traffic training required 

in passive traffic analysis attacks [5], [6]. 

We will present the first exposure of the Anonymizer 
architecture, which consists of anonymizing server and client. 
The server consists of reverse proxylNAT, SSH server and 

HTTP proxy, while the client software is a SSH port for
warding configuration tool. We found that the size of HTTP 
packets through Anonymizer is very dynamic and random at 
the client. Motivated by this finding, we designed the novel 
covert channel attack against the Anonymizer service. In this 
attack, the attacker between the malicious web site and the 
victim client can embed a secret message into the packet size 
variation of target traffic. This attacker can be the owner of 
the malicious web server or one manipulating (repacketizing) 

the traffic between the web server and Anonymizer server. 

Without loss of generality, we use the former case as the 
example in this paper. An accomplice at the client side can 

sniff the traffic and recognize the secret message. Given the 
small size of the Anonymizer network, such sniffing is feasible 

to organizations or people with modest power. To cope with 
packet size distortion caused by Anonymzier and Internet 
(e.g., packet padding, packet merging, limited TCP buffer 

and various MTU), we design intelligent and robust detection 
algorithms to recover the message. In this way, the anonymity 
service provided by Anonymizer is compromised. 

The attack can be made hard to detect. (i) To attack a 
HTTP session, we repacketize the web traffic into virtual web 
objects, and modulate secret messages bits into the size of 
last packets of these virtual web objects. The last packet of 
a web object is denoted as the least significant packet for 

brevity and clarity. The size of a least significant packet is very 
dynamic in comparison with other packet sizes. Modulation 

of successive packets to carry message bits will disrupt TCP 
packet size dynamics (as illustrated in Figure 7), which can be 
measured by Hurst parameter from RlS plot [7], [8]. This least 
significant packet based covert channel approach can preserve 
TCP regularity and self-similarity (as illustrated in Figure 8) 
while the attacker can control the number of virtual objects 
to control the number of message bits. (ii) To preserve the 
size distribution of web packets of virtual web objects, we 
apply the Monte Carlo sampling technique to carefully sample 
the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the 
least significant packet size of real web objects. This requires 
the input of the Monte Carlo method should be random and 

uniformly distributed. To this end, we first encrypt the mes
sage. The generated ciphertext bits are uniformly distributed 
and encoded into k-ary symbols. A k-ary symbol can then be 
mapped to a packet size by a Monte Carlo sampling technique. 

We implemented this novel covert channel attack against 

Anonymizer and performed extensive theoretical analysis and 
real-world experiments over Anonymizer. The attack achieves 

high detection rate with very low false positive rate. The exper
imental results are consistent with our theoretical analysis. To 
the best of our knowledge, the attack presented in this paper is 
the first exploiting the Anonymizer architecture and degrading 
its anonymity via packet size based covert channel. It is simple, 

efficient, and hard to detect. Compared with related attacks 
[1], our attack requires just tens of packets to achieve high 
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detection rate and low false positive rate. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We 

explore the components of both Anonymizer server and client, 
and report our finding that size of web packets in Anonymizer 
network is very dynamic in Section II. In Section III, we 

introduce the covert channel based on least significant packets. 
Extensive experimental results are presented in Section IV. We 
review related work in Section V and conclude this paper in 
Section VI. 

II. EXPLORATION OF ANONYMIZER 

In this section, we first present the Anonymizer architecture 
discovered by our passive inspection of traffic into and out of 
Anonymizer. We have replicated the discovered Anonymizer 
architecture in a lab environment and is able to use the 
Anonymizer client software to browse the web through the 
lab Anonymizer servers. This verifies our discovery. We then 
show that the size of web packets in the Anonymizer client is 
very dynamic. 

A. Architecture 

The Total Net Shield service (TNS) from Anonymizer [9] is a 

commercially available anonymizing service. It is claimed that 
TNS (used with Anonymizer alternatively later for brevity and 
clarity) protects personal information by hiding a source com
puter's identity. Figure 1 shows its three basic components: 
(i) Anonymizer Client: The client runs commercial software to 
anonymize the client data to the server. (ii) Anonymizer Server: 

It consists of a reverse proxy/Network Address Translation 
(NAT) server, several SSH (Secure Shell) port forwarding 
servers, and proxy servers. (iii) Application Server: It runs 
TCP applications such as web service. 

Fig. I, Architecture of Anonymizer Network 

1) Components of Anonymizer Server: The Anonymizer 
server consists of three components: one reverse proxy/NAT 
server, several SSH servers and web proxies. The reverse 

proxy/NAT server dispatches inbound client traffic to the SSH 
servers. For load balancing, the reverse proxy/NAT uses a 
cluster of SSH servers and web proxy servers. For content 
privacy and communication anonymity, the client TCP traffic 
of POP3, SMTP, FTP and HTTP is encrypted and sent to port 
22 of a SSH server via a SSH tunnel as shown in Figure 1. 

The traffic is then decrypted and forwarded to port 80 of a 
web proxy. At last, the proxy server forwards the traffic to the 
destination. The reverse traffic follows the same path in the 
reverse order. 

2) Components of Anonymizer Client: The client estab-
lishes a SSH connection to the SSH port forwarding server. 
The default cipher is AES-CBC with a 256-bit key (AES256-

CBC). The default MAC is HMAC-SHAI. The client software 
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Fig, 2, Number of Web Objects, Non-MTU Packets and Total Packets after 
Decryption at Anonymizer Client 

sets the default domain name of Anonymizer SSH server and 

port as cyberpass.net and 22, respectively. For surfing (the 
focus of this paper) anonymously, the browser should use 
the local Anonymizer proxy. Users can manually configure 
the SSH server, local listening port, SSH port forwarding 
destination, proxy server, encryption algorithm, and MAC 
algorithm in the client software. 

B. Dynamic Packet Size of HTTP Traffic in Anonymizer 

Using the Anonymizer client, we surfed a number of 

websites, including CNN, Yahoo, YouTube, and others and 
captured a large number of web packets out of the SSH tunnel 
at the Anonymizer client. In Figure 2, we show the number of 
web objects, non-MTU packets and total packets in the web 
traffic, respectively. We can see that the number of non-MTU 

packet with random size is much larger than the number of 
web objects. We also found that in a sequence of packets from 
one web object, a number of non-MTU packets are randomly 
located in different places. 

These observations can be reasoned as follows: (i) The 

Anonymizer server, i.e., SSH server, repacks the web packets. 
Note that the size of normal packets transmitted between the 
web server and Anonymizer server is the MTU size. However, 
the Anonymizer server (i.e., SSH server) will add a SSH 
header and such padding increases the packet size. Hence, the 
repacked web packet will be larger than the MTU size. These 
packets will then be split, and the split packets will be merged 
with other SSH packets. These split packets will be repacked 
at the SSH client and this results in the non-MTU packets. 
(ii) Network dynamics and performance of the Anonymizer 

may incur those non-MTU packets as well. If the network 
between web server and Anonymizer server is congested, the 

TCP sliding window at the web server may not be large enough 
and a MTU packet will be delivered. If Anonymizer server is 
not overloaded at that moment, such a packet will be sent to 

the client promptly. When this occurs, non-MTU packets will 
be generated. 

In summary, the decrypted packet size observed at the client 
shows a large percentage of non-MTU packet size because of 
the Anonymizer client software's packet handling and Internet 
traffic dynamics. It will be hard for the client to detect 
the attack in Section III by investigating whether non-MTU 

packets appear within the transmission of a web object. 
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III. PACKET SIZE BASED COVERT CHANNEL 

Because of web traffic packet size dynamics at the 
Anonymizer client shown in Section II-B, the packet size vari
ation can be explored for a covert channel over Anonymizer 
to compromise the anonymity service. In this section, we 
first introduce the least significant packets and then present 
the basic idea and workflow of the attack. We discuss some 
practical issues and present our solutions at last. 

A. Least Significant Packets 

Normal HTTP packets (not through Anonymizer) can be 

roughly categorized into two classes. A Class I packet is 
defined as the largest packet in normal HTTP traffic, i.e., 1500 

bytes in case of Ethernet, including an IP header of 20 bytes 
and a TCP header of 32 bytes. The size of HTTP content 
in the TCP payload is 1448 bytes. A Class II packet has a 
size less than 1500 bytes. Such packets are usually generated 
by the "tail" of a web object, i.e., the last packet when the 
web object is downloaded. If the web object size with the 

HTTP header is w bytes, the size of the web object "tail" is 
(w mod 1448) + 20 + 32 bytes. In this paper, we denote Class 

II packets as least significant packets for brevity and clarity. 
By analyzing the traffic from 30 well known web sites in

cluding CNN, Yahoo and YouTube, we obtain the the empirical 
cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the size of raw 
HTTP packets in Class II as shown in Figure 3. The raw HTTP 

packet size does not include the IP header and the TCP header. 
Also, the ACK packet is ignored because of its zero length. 
The mass probability function (MPF) of the least significant 
packets is {p�,p�, ... ,p�} and the corresponding packet sizes 
are {pc�, pc�, ... ,pc�}. p: is the probability of the packet size 
pc:. Therefore, the ECDF of the least significant packet size 
can be formalized as follows, 

F'zsp(pc:) = P(x :::; pc:) = p� + p� + ... + p:. (1) 

B. Basic Idea of Covert Channel over Anonymizer 

Without loss of generality, we assume that the attacker is 
between a malicious web site and Anonymizer server and 
will embed a secret message into the target traffic packet size 
variation. This attacker can be the owner of the malicious web 

server or one manipulating (repacketizing) the traffic between 
the web server and Anonymizer server. We use the former case 
to introduce the attack in this paper. 

The basic idea of this attack is as follows. An attacker at 

the malicious web site controls the reverse proxy to embed 
a secret message into the web traffic. An accomplice of the 
attacker sniffs the traffic at the client side and determines if 

that client has received the traffic embedded with the secret 
message. The message can be represented as a sequence of 
symbols (for example, "0000" to "1111") and one symbol 

corresponds to one packet size. We virtually generate web 
objects with different sizes, repacketize the web traffic, and 
choose appropriate size of a least significant packet for a 
message symbol. 

To make the covert channel hard to detect, we need to 
preserve the least significant packet size ECDF in Figure 3. 

This is the criterion for mapping a symbol to a least significant 
packet size. A classical way for preserving an ECDF is Monte 

Carlo sampling. In our case, we divide the y axis [0, 1] of the 
ECDF into equal segments such as the 16 segments in Figure 
4. The 16 segments corresponding to symbols from "0000" 
("0") to "1111" ("F"). Therefore, one symbol can be uniformly 
mapped to a few packet sizes along the x axis of the ECDF. 
We need to guarantee that one symbol corresponds to at least 
one packet size. To preserve the ECDF, Monte Carlo sampling 

requires the message has uniformly distributed symbols. To 
achieve this, we encrypt the message first and transmit the 
cyphertext over the covert channel. A strong cipher generates 

uniformly distributed symbols in the ciphertext [10]. 
Figure 5 illustrates the workflow of the covert channel 

attack. Please refer to our technique report [11] for details of 
the two procedures of embedding a message into target traffic 
and recovering the message from the target traffic. 

IV. EVALUATION OVER ANONYMIZER 

In this section, we use real-world experiments to demon
strate the feasibility and effectiveness of the covert channel 
attack based on least significant packets (LSPs). All the 
experiments were conducted in a controlled manner over the 
commercial Anonymizer and we experimented on TCP flows 
generated by ourselves to avoid legal issues. Please refer 
to our technical report [11] for theoretical analysis of the 

performance of the covert channel based traceback attack 
based on least significant packets. We have derived detection 
rate and false positive rate formulas and investigated what 
factors impact the attack effectiveness. 

A. Experiment Setup 

Figure 9 illustrates the experiment setup. We deploy a 
malicious web site and a reverse proxy on Campus A. The web 
server and reverse proxy are installed on a single computer. 
The web server is Apache/2.2.11 (Linux) and the reverse proxy 
is Pen [12]. Two other computers are deployed on Campus B. 
All computers are running Fedora Core 11 operating system. 
One computer acting as a client is connected to a wireless 
access point and its traffic is not encrypted over the network. 
The web browser is Firefox 3.5. We configure Firefox to not 
cache data. The other computer is used as a sniffer to record 

the size of packets destined to the client computer with source 
TCP port 22. 

We modified the code of the reverse proxy Pen to manip
ulate web packet size and implement the encoding algorithm. 

For the verification purpose, we downloaded the real-world 
web pages from CNN.com and deployed our own "CNN" web 
server to simulate a malicious web site. By configuring the 

reverse proxy Pen, we map the reverse proxy port 8080 to the 
HTTP server port 80. Hence, the reverse proxy can forward the 
packets for the web server. At the client side, the SSH client 
connects to the commercial Anonymizer server by the com
mand "ssh -L 80:cyberpass.net:80 username@cyberpass.net 

-N " in the console with appropriate password. We configure 
the browser HTTP proxy as "127.0.0.1: 80". In this way, we 
use Firefox to browse the web server via the remote reverse 
proxy port "8080" and fetch the web objects via Anonymizer. 
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Fig. 6. RIS Plot of 
Original Packet Sizes 

Fig. 7. RI Plot for 
Simple Attack 

Fig. 8. RlS Plot for 
LSP Covert Channel 

Figure 6 is the RIS plot ([7], [13]) of an original CNN web 
packet size sequence. The Hurst parameter is much greater 
than 0.5. Therefore, the web packet size is self similar. Figure 
7 illustrates the RIS plot of the packet size sequence for 
the simple attack embedding a message by changing size of 
successive web packets from CNN. It can be observed that 

Hurst parameter is around 0.5 and implies pure randomness. 
The simple attack destroys the TCP packet size dynamics and 
is easier to detect. Figure 8 is the R/S plot of the packet 

size sequence from CNN for the least significant packet (LSP) 
based covert channel attack. The Hurst parameter is also much 
greater than 0.5. The least significant packet based covert 
channel preserves web packet size self-similarity and is hard 
to detect. 

C Detection Rate 

To validate the accuracy of the attack using least significant 

packets, we let the client browse our replicated web pages 30 

times. At the reverse proxy, we generate a message and encrypt 
it with RC4 in counter mode. We then derive a sequence of 
symbols of length 20. Note that we generate HTTP objects of 
different size and calculate the location of the least significant 
packets, i.e. the location of our symbols. When the target 
web traffic arrives at the reverse proxy, we choose the symbol 
location, vary the read buffer and embed the symbols into the 
target traffic. At the client side, Sniffer records the SSH packet 
size by removing the MAC (IEEE 802.11) header, IP header 
and TCP header. 

To evaluate the false positive rate of the attack, we let 

the client browse our replicated web page 30 times via 
Anonymizer. However, no symbol is embedded into the traffic 
at the reverse proxy in these cases. We refer to the traffic 
without symbols as clean traffic. We then use the same 

the best value of St is around 8. This can be reasoned as 

follows: The smaller St may not detect packets carrying 

symbols. The larger St may erroneously pick packets that 
do not carry a symbol, but has the same size as the packet 

carrying a symbol. As a result, the detection algorithm cannot 
correctly recognize the later symbols. Second, the detection 
rate increases dramatically when the delay interval increases. 
This matches our analysis in [11] very well. The detection rate 
approaches 100% when the delay interval is 350ms and the 

threshold St is 8. These results validate that the attack using 
least significant packets can significantly degrade the degree 
of anonymity service that Anonymizer promises. 

Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between the detection 
rate and the delay interval, as well as the number of symbols. 
Figure 11 shows that the detection rate will decrease while 
the number of symbols increases, which is matched with 
our analysis in [11]. From this figure, we know that only 
tens of packets is needed for our covert channel attack. This 
observation confirms that the attack is highly efficient and can 

compromise the anonymous web surfing very fast. 

We did not plot the false positive rate since in all the cases, 
the false positive rate approaches O. This matches with our 
analytical results in [11] very well. 

V. RELATED WORK 

There are a large number of related works on traffic anal
ysis and covert channel. We only review the most related 
ones because of the space limit. Ramsbrock et at. [14] and 

Gianvecchio et at. [15] applied packet size based covert 
channel to Botnet and general network traffic. The TCP packet 
size dynamics was not considered in their work. We are 
the first to apply packet size based covert channel against 
the Anonymizer service and explored various packet size 
distortion by Anonymizer proxies. Ling et at. [4] proposed 
the cell counter based attack against Tor [16] that the attackers 
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embed a signal into the variation of cell counter of the target 
traffic by varying the counter of cells in the target traffic at 
the malicious exit onion router and did not explore weakness 
of Anonymizer. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we discovered the architecture of Anonymizer 

and investigated a novel covert channel attack based on least 

significant packet size variation to drastically degrade the 
anonymity service provided by Anonymizer. We developed 

several techniques that make the attack efficient, accurate, 
and hard to detect. In particular, we applied the Monte Carlo 

sampling technique to carefully sample the least significant 
packet size ECDF in order to preserve its distribution. We 
designed techniques to choose right packets of web objects 
in order to preserve the regularity of the TCP packet size 
dynamics measured by the Hurst parameter and RlS plot. All 
these efforts make the attack practical and more undetectable. 
We also designed intelligent and robust detection algorithms 
to recover the distorted symbols caused by Anonymizer and 
Internet traffic dynamics. Extensive analysis and experiments 
were conducted to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of 
the proposed attack. Our data show that the covert channel 
attack could dramatically and quickly degrade the anonymity 

service by Anonymizer. Defending against the proposed attack 
remains a challenging task. We plan to work with Anonymizer 
developers and investigate the solution in our future work. 
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